Ambiguous appearance discrimination plays an important role in the impurity detection task. Among the majority of deep learning models, images from every sequence are processed separately instead of being considered collectively. Therefore, the outputs of these models given a single region proposal might not be accurate. In this paper, a gallery-guided graph architecture is proposed and integrated to overcome such limitations. Specifically, region proposals are firstly generated using a two-stream fusion network; then their feature embeddings are extracted from a convolutional neural network by reducing intra-class variations while increasing inter-class ones. Secondly, a graph representing clusters among different training sequences updates relationships between region proposals in the test sequence. Finally, the features of the graph are classified by a graph convolutional neural network. Different from those learned weights in conventional common object detectors, region features from all the training sequences are explicitly integrated into a gallery-guided graph architecture. Extensive experiments on IML-DET dataset demonstrate that our proposed method can obtain competitive performances compared with previous state-of-the-art object detection approaches transferred into this task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Demands for impurity detection have been rapidly growing as the expanding constructions of high-speed production lines in the wine industry. Given an image sequence captured from a rotated opaque glass bottle, impurity detection aims to search potential impurities in the contained liquid. However, impurity detection performs unstably under poor lighting conditions, liquid sloshing, or bottle texture distortion. Even worse, sometimes separately observing every single frame we find impurities are visually indistinguishable from backgrounds. Therefore, impurity detection across continuous frames has been attracting more research attention [1] - [3] .
Impurity detection in opaque glass bottles is a more challenging computer vision application compared with a similar topic in transparent bottles [1] , which has been well studied in the early years. The main obstacles of our detection task The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sunil Karamchandani. are as follows. Firstly, the overall appearance of an impurity changes significantly when it moves to different backgrounds. Secondly, unlike common objects such as pedestrians or cars, characteristics of impurities are usually not compositional, so impurities with ambiguous local features will be misclassified as backgrounds. Consequently, a small fraction of large intra-class variations and tiny inter-class differences often occur using existing state-of-the-art object detectors.
Due to the capability of pattern recognition of convolutional neural networks [4] - [8] in many challenging computer vision tasks, therefore, researchers have integrated several impurity classification models based on convolution neural networks to develop practical detection systems [2] , [3] , or combine impurity classification and matching into one architecture. However, these solutions are infeasible on different occasions [3] . Firstly, region proposals in fixed sizes maintain trivial textures of tiny impurities but miss global appearance information of VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. An overview of the impurity detection framework: the proposed method consists of three submodules: two-stream fusion network, feature embedding network, and graph convolutional network. Specifically, differential images are provided using frame differencing at first; secondly, they are concatenated with the original gray images at each time step and are sent to a two-stream fusion network to generate region proposals, which features are later extracted using an embedding network; finally, every region proposal is treated as a node and is added to a graph with similar nodes from training sequences, and their categories are classified with a graph convolutional network.
backgrounds, although inter-frame correlations among region proposal pairs may be efficient to discriminate impurities and backgrounds in most cases, feature embeddings cannot be explicitly obtained through a two-stream convolutional neural network. Secondly, models implicitly capturing intra-sequence variations through correlational examples are independently trained and tested with region proposal pairs. However, inter-sequence variations and correlations are not comprehensively integrated, and they may be effective from a global feature representation perspective. The overall framework is shown in Figure 1 . To overcome the above problems, a gallery-guided architecture is proposed to integrate a graph-based region proposal classification framework to learn discriminative feature embeddings for the impurity detection task. To address the first issue, we propose a simple two-stream fusion network and a feature embedding model to obtain discriminative feature embeddings for region proposals. Specifically, a two-stream fusion network contains multi-domain input preprocessing and model construction, and most of the background fluctuations can be effectively eliminated.
During training, firstly a frame at the current time step together with another from the previous time step are channel-wise concatenated and input into the fusion network. Then region proposals with larger receptive fields and corresponding maintained original textures are generated using the above network. Secondly, a small convolutional neural network for feature embedding extraction is designed. Different from traditional triplet loss [9] to shrink intra-class variations and to enlarge inter-class differences based on redundant triplets, in this work, we adopt one implicit prior knowledge to reduce the possible number of triplets where the center of every region proposal should be quite close to that of the true impurity. Furthermore, online semi-hard triplet loss [10] is used to generate triplets within a training batch. Feature embeddings supervised with semi-hard triplet loss can be more discriminative in the feature manifold.
To resolve the second issue, a gallery-guided graph architecture is proposed to discover possible inter-sequence variations. A simple graph convolutional network [11] is designed to find the correlations among region proposals from different image sequences. Specifically, a gallery-guided graph architecture includes nodes from both training sequences and a current test one, and categories of all the nodes are provided with a graph convolutional network.
Region proposals from all the training sequences and counterparts from a test sequence are inputs of feature embedding models to extract node features, then clusters belonging to impurity and background are respectively formed inside each training sequence with labels, while nodes are disconnected with each other inside the test sequence. Taking node features of all the training sequences into consideration, classes of nodes in the test sequence are provided using a graph convolutional network. By explicitly combining input features and counterparts from a feature gallery, categories of nodes communicate reciprocally and comprehensively.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1) A two-stream fusion network is constructed to efficiently generate region proposals, and an online semi-hard triplet sampling scheme is experimented in an impurity feature embedding model to extract discriminative features. 2) A gallery-guided graph architecture is proposed by considering all the other node embeddings from a feature gallery, and a simple graph convolutional network is constructed to classify region proposals in a test sequence. To the best of our knowledge, both of them are firstly integrated into an impurity detection task. 3) A framework based on small-scale models trained from scratch is built to detect impurities, and our proposed impurity detection method is comparable with previous state-of-the-art object detection models transferred into this task. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews previous works related to our methods. Section III describes architectures of the two-stream fusion network, feature embedding model, and gallery-based graph node classification network. Section IV provides evaluations and analysis using different modules and detailed performance comparisons. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Sequential impurity detection aims at searching for potential impurities given a continuous image sequence, so the proposed graph-based method should be correlated with previous works in video object detection, visual relationship reasoning, and graph-based image classification.
A. VIDEO OBJECT DETECTION
Different from object detections in a single image, temporal consistency in a video may become an additional crucial cue to refine detection results, and such consistency can be modeled using motions between neighboring frames and those across the whole sequence.
Motions between neighboring frames are usually captured with optical-flow-based methods and then are fused with other kinds of inputs for subsequent models. For example, optical gradients are calculated and combined with boundary maps based on superpixel information as inputs of a fully convolutional neural network for video saliency detection [12] . Appearances and optical-flow-based motions are encoded with a two-stream neural network and features are temporarily fused using an additional convolutional gate recurrent network [13] . Optical flows are applied to propagate detection results to adjacent frames, and tubelets are created using tracking methods [14] . Siamese networks are constructed to separate representations of different videos using spatio-temporal coherency in contiguous frames [15] .
Motion changes can also be captured using consecutive appearance features and further extended to a temporal domain. For instance, processing each frame without temporal information can still perform well in video object segmentation [16] . Region voting and global matching are combined for localization proposal selections to consistently segment objects in videos [17] . Joint assigning the detection and segment proposals to link object tracks, and priors such as colors and shapes are considered for track refinements [18] . A cascaded detection with fully convolutional neural networks and Gaussian classifiers is proposed to detect anomalies in videos [19] . Conditional random fields are extended to the temporal domain to create temporally consistent saliency maps in videos [20] . However, objects with dominant appearances and continuous motion changes in videos have been excessively explored in most of the existing methods, and detecting tiny targets with few appearances and dramatic motions in image sequences is still an open problem.
B. VISUAL RELATIONSHIP REASONING
Relationships between objects in an image or a video have recently been studied in visual relationship reasoning, and graph convolutional networks [21] - [24] and conditional random fields may be the dominant module to capture this information. Specifically, parts of historical target exemplary regions are considered to form a spatial-temporal graph, then corresponding features and context ones are adaptively refined with a graph convolutional network for object tracking [21] . Graph convolutional neural networks can be integrated to capture semantic and spatial object relationships and are encoded into a long-short term memory for image captioning [22] . A fully-connected graph is formed and reasoned via graph convolutions to efficiently project global relationships between distant regions into an interaction space [23] . Layout-graph reasoning layers are designed and stacked to output fashion landmark heatmaps, then convolutional features are enhanced with operations including graph clustering and deconvolution [24] . A conditional random field is applied to jointly localize multiple landmarks by removing unimportant potentials and optimization [25] . However, edges from irrelevant objects and backgrounds may be redundant in a fully-connected graph.
To efficiently reason relationships in a large-scale graph, neighboring regions can be selected to construct a sparse adjacency matrix, and spatial information between regions such as distances and angles are utilized in graph convolutional neural networks to learn better representations for classification and localization [26] . Moreover, to comprehensively reason relationships in videos, a fully-connected graph exploiting spatial and temporal relationships is still constructed, but its space complexity can be efficiently reduced by approximating a discrete lookup table that output a large transition matrix with a deep neural network [27] . However, these visual relationships they reasoned are within the same image or video, interactions with knowledge and datasets outside the current test image or video are ignored.
C. GRAPH-BASED IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
Features of nodes in graphs can be directly used to represent images [28] , [29] , image pairs [30] , video snippets [31] , [32] , and matching scores [33] , and graph-based methods have been rapidly explored in various image classification tasks. For example, difference features of gallery images are used as node inputs of a graph, and similarity scores between a gallery image and a query image are provided with a linear classifier and set as weights of edges in the graph [29] . Queryfind-gallery lists and gallery-find-query ones are calculated on a graph of images with feature distances to re-rank gallery images [28] . Feature pairs are assigned to each node, and edges from the same context and a global part are linked in the graph to judge whether two input images belong to the same identity. Graph convolutional networks are used to fuse global and local features [30] . Each sequence is represented as a node in the graph, and its structure is dynamically updated by iteratively generating more stable intermediate labels and learning a more discriminative distance matric [31] . Snippetlevel features extracted from an action classifier are utilized as nodes in graphs to capture feature similarities and temporal consistencies, then a graph convolutional neural network is utilized to correct noisy labels predicted by an action classifier, and the above two models are alternatively trained to refine action classification results [32] . The ranking of matching scores is formulated as a graph, and the weight of FIGURE 2. Architecture of a two-stream fusion network: I(m, n) is a m × m gray image with n channels, similar to the parameters of I, D and M respectively represents a differential image and the corresponding semantic mask; C (n, k, s) is a convolution with n channels, filters in size k × k, and downsampling with s strides; U (n, s) is upsampling with n channels and s strides. A gray image and a differential image are organized as inputs of the two-stream fusion model, and the network output is a semantic mask. Pixel labels belonging to impurities are labeled as 1s, and background labels are set as 0s.
each edge is a similarity score between two gallery images, the path with the smallest sum of weights can be found to rank gallery images [33] .
Additionally, edges between nodes in graphs can also be updated for image clustering, and features of nodes are optimized and even augmented to improve classification accuracies. For instance, clusters of faces from different persons are pruned by generating cluster proposals, detecting clusters, and segmenting cluster proposals and are combined with the original dataset to improve the performance of face recognition [34] . Graph convolutional networks are utilized to predict the likelihood of linkage between pairs in the subgraphs. Every instance is treated as a pivot, and neighboring nodes are chosen by feature subtraction, and all the above nodes are classified and linked with graph convolutional neural network, finally, all the predicted edges are merged to form clusters [35] . However, links between nodes with ambiguous features may be removed from the graph for unsupervised image clustering, but edges between nodes with ambiguous features inside a gallery can be constantly maintained in the proposed gallery-guided graph.
III. METHOD
In this paper, a gallery-guided graph is proposed and integrated into an impurity detection framework is proposed to classify region proposals belonging to impurities and backgrounds correctly. The overall framework is shown in Figure 1 . Given a gallery-guided graph and an image sequence, region proposals are segmented and localized with a two-stream fusion network, then they are cropped and inserted into the gallery-guided graph, finally, features and categories of nodes are optimized using a graph convolutional network. Below these submodules will be described in detail.
A. REGION PROPOSAL SEGMENTATION
Convolutional neural networks broadly applied in semantic segmentation mainly derive from two basic architectures: fully convolutional networks [36] - [38] and encoder-decoder architectures [39] - [45] . To capture detailed spatial information and segment objects in multiple scales, variants based on these two architectures are proposed. Specifically, features of objects at multiple scales can be exploited using spatial pyramid pooling [37] , [38] , [46] , attention modules [47] , and long-short term memories [48] , [49] , then detailed spatial information can be recovered with atrous convolutions [37] , [39] , [40] in an encoder or directly a decoder architecture.
An atrous spatial pyramid pooling module contains atrous convolutions in parallel and can be easily combined with main-stream backbones to capture global contexts [37] , [38] , [40] . Different from previous works applying this module into an encoder network and predicting semantic masks with a simple feature aggregation strategy, the atrous pyramid pooling module is directly integrated into an encoder-decoder architecture.
Relatively static backgrounds with complex textures can be paid less attention in differential images, so convergences of models trained from scratch are accelerated using differential images. To avoid leak detections of impurities with subtle motions, gray images are still necessary for region proposal segmentations. Therefore, an input of a two-stream fusion network without pre-trained weights contains a gray image and a differential image, and its architecture consists of an encoder and a decoder, and one convolutional layer in the encoder are concatenated with one in the decoder layer to recover detailed spatial information on multiple levels, then feature maps between the encoder and the decoder are sent into a spatial pyramid pooling layer with atrous convolutions using multiple strides in parallel to extract objects in various sizes. The specific model structure is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Impurities are usually quite small in a large image, so classes between impurities and backgrounds are imbalanced. Based on the above considerations, binary cross-entropy loss L bce and dice coefficient loss L dice are combined to form a total loss function for region proposal segmentations, which is formulated as follows:
where P and Q represent a predicted mask and a groundtruth mask respectively, and the network input is a two-channel m× m sized image. is used to avoid the numerical issue of the loss function divided by 0.
Region proposals are generated given semantic masks output by the two-stream fusion network. Specifically, masks are transformed into a binary image with a pixel threshold at first; secondly, contours are extracted, and corresponding minimum bounding rectangles are calculated using blob analysis methods; finally, centers of rectangles are used as those of region proposals which are defined as a fixed-size square.
B. METRIC EMBEDDING OF NODES
Studies about high-level features can be divided into three perspectives: background modeling, foreground modeling, and discriminative feature learning. Assuming that image boundaries are mostly background, stacked denoised autoencoders are used to model backgrounds, then deep reconstruction residuals are proposed to detect salient objects [50] . Intra-class invariances of targets such as rotation invariance are decreased by sharing similar features between training samples before and after rotation [51] . The probability distributions of positive examples and those of negative samples are measured with gaussian mixture models, and a detector evaluation measure is proposed to maximize the distance between expectations of the above two gaussian mixture models while minimizing the variance of the distribution of positive examples [52] . Besides, Fisher discrimination regularizer can also be used to minimize the gap within each class and maximize that between different classes [53] .
Similar to the works mentioned above, triplet loss has been used to decrease intra-class variations significantly while increasing inter-class variations and has been widely used in many challenging tasks such as face recognition [9] and pedestrian re-identification [10] , [54] - [56] .
To provide features for nodes in the graph, a mapping function g : R I → R F is built to transform region proposals in R I to features in R F , and the semantic similarity between two region proposals x a and x b are directly measured using an euclidean distance:
where θ represents weights of the mapping function g. A small euclidean distance means that these two region proposals are similar with each other, and a large distance corresponds to region proposals with more different semantic features.
To obtain features for graph nodes, a simple convolutional neural network which is quite similar to the encoder for region proposal segmentations is constructed as the above mapping function g, and its structure is shown in Figure 3 . However, the number of triplets dramatically increases with the growing of training region proposals, therefore, to sample a small part of informative triplets, semi-hard triplet sampling scheme [9] is adopted to select anchor region proposals.
where v, p, and n respectively represent indices of an anchor region proposal, a positive one, and a negative one within a batch for training, then K and C are the number of region proposals inside the batch and the amount of classes. A smaller loss function indicates that the projected feature of the anchor region proposal x i v is close to that of a region proposal x i p with the same label i and is far away from another region proposal x j n with a different label j by at least a margin m.
C. GALLERY-GUIDED GRAPH ARCHITECTURE
Graph convolutional network is originally proposed to solve node classification issues in a graph where only part of nodes are labeled [57] and its variants perform quite well in various occasions [11] , [58] , [59] . From a typical graph convolutional network, graph representations can be learned by stacking first-order spectral filters followed by a nonlinear activation function.
To accelerate online training of a gallery-guided graph, a simple graph convolutional network [11] is constructed and applied to predict categories of all the graph nodes given some labeled nodes as gallery inputs.
A gallery-guided graph architecture G contains n l labeled graph nodes V l collected from region proposals in all the training sequences and n u unlabeled ones V u generated from a current test sequence. We define G = (V , A) , where V represents the vertex set containing all the nodes, and A ∈ R n l +n u denotes a symmetric adjacency matrix for linking nodes:
where A l ∈ R n l represents an adjacency matrix including edges belonging to nodes from region proposals in all the training sequences. Since linking all the nodes labeled as impurities are impossible to ensure the sparsity of A l , edges are created independently in each image sequence, to be specific, every node labeled as impurities are directly connected with each other, while all the nodes with no impurities are similarly linked as the other cluster; A u ∈ R n u denotes another local adjacency matrix where a ij denotes the edge weight between nodes v i and v j (i, j ∈ [n l , n l + n u )). An euclidean distance between two feature embeddings are applied to decide a binary edge weight if edges of nodes in the test sequence need to be added:
where f i and f j respectively represent the feature embedding of node v i and that of node v j , σ is an indicate function which output becomes 1 when the euclidean distance between f i and f j is smaller than the distance threshold s. Besides, D = diag d 0 , ...d n l −1 , d n l , ..., d n l +n u −1 is defined as a degree matrix, where d i = n l +n u −1 j=0 a ij . Simple graph convolutional network is constructed to learn a new feature representation given the input feature of every node in a graph. Compared with a L-layer GCN, the nonlinearity between two neighboring layers are removed:
where I is an identity matrix,D is a degree matrix ofÂ, S L = S...SS represents multiplication L times using the same normalized adjacency maxtrx S. W = W (1) W (2) 
3) IML-SEG DATASET
Groundtruth bounding boxes in IML-DET dataset are used to generate pixel-level labels. Specifically, to output a coarse mask, pixels within the above boxes in every frame are set as 255, while those outside the boxes are set as 0 at first; secondly, to output a relatively precise mask, given the coarse mask, dense conditional random fields [60] are applied to optimize boundaries of targets; finally, when foreground pixels in the coarse mask still exist after optimizations, the optimized mask is set as the final mask, otherwise, the coarse mask is used as the final mask. Consequently, IML-SEG dataset contains a training set which includes 8302 images with impurities, and rotating each original image every 90 degree leads to 33208 images in the training set.
4) IML-RPN DATASET
Region proposals are generated using ground truth bounding boxes in IML-DET dataset. Specifically, region proposals belonging to impurities are directly the ground truth bounding boxes after basic data augmentations such as translation, rotation, and rescaling. To balance classes between impurities and backgrounds, random sampling in a whole frame except regions with impurities is applied to generate region proposals with backgrounds, and sampling times are set as 4 for each frame. Different from IML-SEG dataset, IML-RPN contains a training set which includes 41568 region proposals with impurities and 40461 counterparts with backgrounds and a test set which includes 13717 region proposals with impurities and 12692 ones without impurities.
B. EVALUATION PROTOCOL
Labels and outputs for the final detection evaluations are provided based on the following rules. Assume that a predicted bounding box b p is labeled as l p , while a manually annotated bounding box b g is labeled as l g . In every frame, an overlap ratio is calulated when both b g and b p exist: if the ratio is larger than 0, both l g and l p is set as 1, then b p is considered as a true positive; otherwise, l g is set as 1, and l p is set as 0, then b p is considered as a false negative. If b g does not exist while b p exists, l g and l p are respectively set as 0 and 1, then b p is considered as a false positive. If both b g and b p do not exist, l g and l p are set as 0s, then b p is considered as a true negative. Experiment results are evaluated using metrics including precisions, recalls, F1 scores, and mAPs. Specifically, precision, recall, and F1 score are respectively defined as:
where TP, FP, and FN respectively denote the number of true positives, the number of false positives, and the number of false negatives. Since AP represents the average value of precisions over the interval of recall from 0 to 1 for each class, mAP compute the average value of APs over all the classes.
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) BASELINES
Mask R-CNN [61] , [62] , CornerNet [63] , and PANet [64] are selected as our baseline methods, and they are combined with different state-of-the-art network architectures. Consequently, all the combinations are finetuned with IML-SEG dataset and compared with our method in both training part and test one from IML-DET dataset according to the same metrics. Specifically, residual nets [8] , [65] and feature pyramid networks [66] are chosen to construct backbones for Mask R-CNNs, base learning rates and batch sizes for training are modified as 0.0002 and 2, and output confidence thresholds are set as 0.3. The backbone in PANet is similar to those of Mask R-CNNs, but that of CornerNet is an hourglass network. To balance precisions and recalls of PANet and Cor-nerNet, their output confidence thresholds are respectively set as 0.9 and 0.55. Besides, other configurations of baselines are the default for both training and test.
2) OUR METHOD
Outputs of semantic segmentation models used for region proposal generation in this paper are probability maps, where each pixel represents confidence belonging to an impurity. Therefore, a threshold is applied to transfer these outputs into binary masks, then to generate high-quality region proposals, the threshold increases from 0 until the mAP of binary masks on the training set of IML-DET dataset decreases, consequently, its value is set as 0.118. Input dimensions of all the classifiers given region proposals are 64 × 64. Feature dimensions of region proposal classifiers and embedding networks are 64, but output dimensions of each node through a simple graph convolutional network are 2. Outputs of image classifiers given region proposals and simple graph convolutional networks given graph nodes are one-hot, so an index with the highest probability for each input corresponds to the predicted class.
Semantic segmentation models, region proposal classifiers, and embedding networks are independently trained offline, while graph convolutional networks are trained online. Specifically, to train semantic segmentation models, base learning rates, batch sizes, and epoch times are respectively 0.0001, 32, and 480; to train region proposal classifiers and feature embedding networks, their base learning rates, batch sizes, and epoch times are respectively 0.01, 1024 and 40; to train graph convolutional networks, base learning rates and epoch times are 0.001 and 35, but a library-guided graph is the input of each model, so the online training results of nodes from a test sequence are their final decisions.
Optimizers for training all the models are Adam [67] , and their weight decays are 0.0005, then the margin of a feature embedding network is 1.0, and multiplication times of the same adjacency matrix in a simple graph convolutional network is 2.
D. ABLATION STUDIES
Comparisons between our method and baselines are conducted to validate the effectiveness of our region proposal generator, then the benefits of the feature embedding model and the graph convolutional network are orderly verified. Details of comparisons are illustrated in Table 1 . Besides, features extracted from the convolutional neural network, feature embedding model, and graph convolutional network are plotted in Figure 5 .
To briefly describe submodules, U-net [41] , two-stream fusion network, convolutional neural network, feature embedding network, and simple graph convolutional network are respectively abbreviated as UNET, FNET, CLS, EMB, and GCN.
1) EFFECTIVENESS OF TWO-STREAM FUSION NETWORK
To prove the effectiveness of our two-stream fusion network, a U-net with the same architecture is constructed without integrating the atrous spatial pyramid pooling module. mAPs in the training set and the test set improves from 81.26% and 76.12% to 85.99% and 80.81%, and all the other metrics are improved by a large margin, which demonstrates the effectiveness of adding an atrous spatial pyramid pooling layer between an encoder and a decoder.
2) EFFECTIVENESS OF FEATURE EMBEDDING NETWORK
To directly compare high-dimensional feature embeddings generated from CLS and EMB, dimensions of features learned from both models are reduced using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [68] , and their visualizations are shown in Figure 5 . As we can see, feature embeddings between impurities and backgrounds from CLS trained using a cross-entropy loss (''background -cls'' and ''impurity -cls'') are hard to be separated, and those from EMB trained with a triplet loss and an online semi-hard sampling scheme (''background -emb'' and ''impurity -emb'') seem more discriminative.
3) EFFECTIVENESS OF SIMPLE GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK
Features generated from GCN (''background -gcn'' and ''impurity -gcn'') are more focused compared to those from CLS and EMB, as shown in Figure 5 , they also look more discriminative than those from CLS probably because they are processed on features from EMB. To quantitatively validate the effectiveness of a gallery-guided graph in GCN, FIGURE 6. Output comparisons between Mask R-CNN and the sequential impurity detection framework: Every test sequence contains 12 frames, and its index is located on its left-top side using bright large numbers. To conveniently compare outputs of Mask R-CNN and our method, two sequences with the same sequential index are concatenated vertically, and the top sequence and the bottom one respectively belong to Mask R-CNN and our method.
comparisons are executed on the IML-DET dataset, as listed in Table 1 .
a: REGION PROPOSALS VS. GALLERY-GUIDED GRAPH
To compare classification results of the convolutional neural network given a region proposal each time and the graph-based module given features of region proposals and their relations from training sequences and their features from each test sequence, results are directly evaluated in IML-DET dataset. After adding CLS, mAPs in the test sets of both UNET and FNET decreases by 0.48% and 0.62% respectively. Fortunately, after adding GCN without any edges, the above mAPs increases by 1.36% compared to that of UNET. It should be noticed that the mAP of FNET drops by 0.26% after adding GCN, but it remains higher than the counterpart of UNET, so the effectiveness of GCN compared to CNN is demonstrated.
b: QUERY EDGES VS. GALLERY EDGES
Feature embeddings learned from EMB can be directly applied for region proposal classification, so edges between nodes with similar embeddings might be beneficial in this task. To study effects brought by edges measured with feature similarities from a test sequence (QLNK) and those provided with ground truth relations from training sequences in a gallery-guided graph (GLNK), these two kinds of edges are differently combined, and results of their variants on IML-DET dataset are listed in Table 1 . Specifically, improvements of mAPs (+ QLNK) in the test set (UNET + GCN and FNET + GCN) are respectively 0.04% and 0.14%, and mAPs (+ GLNK) in the test set (UNET + GCN and FNET + GCN) also slightly increase by 0.06% and 0.29%. Even though both edges have subtle effects on graph node classifications, adding ground truth edges in a gallery-guided graph consistently achieves the highest mAPs on both UNET and FNET. Integrating both edges in the same graph (+ QLNK + GLNK) may not improve the detection performances, because mAPs of UNET + GCN and FNET + GCN drops from 77.80% and 80.84% to 77.03% and 80.80% after adding QLNK and GLNK at the same time.
Edges in the gallery-guided graph are largely removed to reduce the size of an adjacency matrix in a simple graph convolutional network. Therefore, results with gallery edges might perform slightly better than those with query edges. However, contributions of gallery edges may be more in a fully-connected graph, which is beyond the scope of our impurity detection framework.
E. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
Consecutive detections of ambiguous impurities using stateof-the-art object detection methods [61] , [62] remain challenging, but relationships across frames in a whole test sequence can be possibly captured with our method to improve final detection performances, as illustrated in Figure 6 .
Baseline methods with various backbones are compared with our method, as listed in Table 2 . The performance of our method is comparable with baselines. mAP, precision, recall, and F1 score of our method are 80.84%, 73.50%, 86.49%, and 75.52%.
All the inferences are run on an 8-core Alienware Laptop with an Intel CPU of 2.80 GHz and 15-GB RAM, and all the models are executed on GeForce GTX 1070. Given a three-channel gray image of size 480 × 640, the average running speed per image of baseline models can reach 118.29 ms in our platform, but that of our method achieves 47.75 ms with the same-sized two-channel inputs, so our method runs faster than other state-of-the-art methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a gallery-guided graph architecture is proposed and integrated into an impurity detection framework. Specifically, to build a gallery-guided graph using training sequences, region proposals are firstly generated using a two-stream fusion network, then features of region proposals are extracted with an embedding network, and corresponding nodes with the same ground truth labels inside each image sequence are connected in a graph. During the test phase, generation and feature extraction of region proposals which are subsequently added into the above gallery-guided graph are similar to those from training sequences, and a simple graph convolutional network is applied to classify these proposals. Compared with classifiers processing every region proposal separately, models given a gallery-guided graph obtains more comprehensive decisions by considering proposals outside the test sequence. Extensive submodule analysis and comparisons demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.
